Professors suggest ways to help hoarders

Researchers at KU have published a series of articles examining hoarding, multidisciplinary teams that address incidents and ethical ways to approach the problem. Terry Koenig and Richard N. Spano, associate professors, and Rosemary Chapin, professor of social welfare, have published articles in the Journal of Gerontological Social Work and the Journal of Elder Abuse and Neglect, and they are completing another.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

Urban planning lecturer wins grant

A grant from the James Marston Fitch Charitable Foundation will aid Daniel Serda, lecturer in the KU Department of Urban Planning, on researching his forthcoming book on historic preservation in Latino communities.
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PY 2013 Open Enrollment begins

Information about the upcoming Plan Year 2013 Open Enrollment for health plans and flexible spending accounts is being distributed by campus mail and also can be found online. Online Open Enrollment began Oct. 1 and continues through Oct. 31.
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TODAY'S EVENTS

PUBLIC EVENT

America and Race: The Status of Affirmative Action under the U.S. Constitution
Tuesday, Oct. 2, 2012
7:30 p.m.-9 p.m.
Dole Institute of Politics
View all events

TWEET

@kunews #KU has more nationally ranked graduate programs than all other Kansas public universities combined. cc @KUGradStudies #KUFacts #KUStudents
View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

KUHISTORY.COM
Happy birthday to the Marching Jayhawks
More: photos | videos

KU IN THE NEWS

Forbes (Oct. 1, 2012)
Is Kansas’ Bill Self basketball’s most underrated coach?
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